
OSCARS! 
Predictions by Vince LePlavy

     And the Oscar goes to… 

It’s March 23rd, 2003. Oscar Sunday. In the 
kitchen my mother is gearing up for her annual 
party. Every year she goes all out with a ballot 
contest, giant foam scorekeeping board and even a 
“gold” Oscar statue. She’s been putting this event 
on since 1988 and this year is shaping up to be a 
real doozy. The superb spread of food is set and the 
playlist of famous movie music is playing as guests 

and friends arrive with their ballots in hand, their 
eyes brimming with dreams of winning the cash prize at the end of the night. It was our 
version of winning an Oscar.

The atmosphere is vibrant and the good times are rolling. On the TV the nominees 
start coming down the red carpet. I can’t help but notice suits, dresses and the sheer amount 
of outstanding get-ups these stars are wearing. All the while my mom and her friends watch 
in awe, commenting on all the bold and bizarre dress choices that Hollywood’s finest adorn 
as they make their way into the Kodak Theatre. This was something I’d never seen before, 
some ritual I’d never been witness to up until this point in my life. I had to be a part of it.

I had my mom spot me $5 to enter in a ballot. I looked down at the nominees; none 
of them stood out as anything recognizable… except for a pair. I went with my dad to The 
Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers in a packed theater a few months prior and Chicago was 
inescapable to me due to my mom watching it multiple times and playing the soundtrack on 
repeat in the weeks leading up to the Academy Awards. Between those two films I knew 
they were poised to win quite a few little golden men. Yet the other categories remained 
elusive to me, namely the acting nominees. I see Steve Martin hop out onto the stage 
amongst a sea of Tinseltown royalty and start his opening monologue. I go with my gut, 
make my choices and hand in the ballot. The show has begun.

As the night progresses and victors are announced, I’m introduced to a range of films 
that have gone on to become immortalized in cinema history with their respective wins. To 
name a few: Hiyao Miyazaki’s much-deserved Oscar for Best Animated Feature with his 
magnum opus Spirited Away, Michael Moore’s Best Documentary win for the ultra-timely 
and uber-bold Bowling for Columbine (with a memorable speech to boot), Pedro 
Almodóvar’s achievement in screenwriting for his biting comedy Hable Con E!a and Chris 
Cooper’s hilarious performance as a legendary orchid thief in Spike Jonze’s meta-
masterpiece Adaptation. Even Eminem broke down barriers with his monumental scorcher 
“Lose Yourself ” being crowned the first hip-hop/rap song to win Best Original Song. To top 
it off The Two Towers went on to nab a pair of technical awards while Chicago plucked wins 
from over half of its staggering thirteen nominations.

After two and a half hours of speeches, musical numbers and baited breath the night 
was almost over. I got an update from the giant foam scoreboard: I really wasn’t doing too 
bad with my picks. The Best Picture and Best Director categories aimed to be a shoo-in for 
Chicago with its punchy string of wins leading up to the broadcast’s golden hour. But there 
was one category to be announced before the final pair: Best Actor. The frontrunner was 
Daniel Day-Lewis as the formidable Bill the Butcher in Martin Scorsese’s epic Gangs of New 
York. Despite tight competition this was deemed to be a locked category from the jump of 
awards season. Jack Nicholson, Michael Caine, Nicolas Cage and a 29-year-old Adrien Brody 
couldn’t possibly contend with Day-Lewis’s towering performance. But, as I was about to 
discover, anything can happen on Oscar night. Halle Berry, the previous year’s winner for 
Best Actress, approaches the microphone and lists off the nominees. Silence falls over the 
theater as she announces the winner…

I’d just witnessed my first Oscar upset! In that moment I was electrified, enthralled, alive! I 
felt just like Adrien did when he got up on that stage and I’ve never forgotten the feeling. 
For every year since my inaugural viewing I’ve tuned in to the Academy Awards just to relive 
a bit of the magic that one feels when watching it. It never fails to astonish and surprise me 
in the best ways and over time has become a tradition I hold very dear to my heart.

With that in mind, here are my Oscar picks for 2023. It’s always hard to judge the categories 
with either an objective or subjective eye: who will win as opposed to who should win? 
There have been plenty of sins of omission in past years (Ordinary People over Raging Bu!? 
Dances With Wolves over GoodFe!as? Shakespeare in Love over Saving Private Ryan?) Yet there 
are the unexpected upsets that always add a little flair and excitement to the mix (see 
Marion Cotillard’s 2007 win for La Vie En Rose and the 2016 Best Picture debacle that 
Moonlight landed on the winning side of). Either way the fact that all this year’s outstanding 
movies were able to get made amidst lengthy work strikes and post-pandemic malaise is a 
miracle unto itself. My choices you’ll find below are simply a guideline of who I think wi! 
win and should win (I tend to fall on the side of subjective). You’ll find some clear locks and 
questionable calls but these are the nominees I truly thought were the best and deserved of 
recognition.

If you haven’t done so already, make sure to enter in to win the Bay Area Film Society Oscar 
Contest! Ballots can be downloaded and printed from the BAFS website; copies are also on 
hand at the historic Bay Theater in downtown Ashland. Fill your ballots out and turn them 
in to the Bay Theater no later than 2pm on Sunday March 10th and make sure to tune in to 
the big show later that evening at 6pm on ABC. Don’t forget to bust out your best duds, put 
the champagne on ice and roll out the red carpet: It’s Oscar season!

Best Documentary Feature
-Bobi Wine: The People’s President
-The Eternal Memory
-Four Daughters
-To Ki! a Tiger
-20 Days in Mariupol

Many of the topics contained within this category’s films are as compelling as they are 
profound: combatting Alzheimer’s by preserving the past (The Eternal Memory), searching for 
justice in the wake of a brutal crime (To Ki! 
a Tiger), recreating familial trauma in order 
to heal (Four Daughters), documenting the 
brutality of war and the perseverance of its 
fighting forces (20 Days in Mariupol) and 
chronicling the underdog story of a 
Ugandan singer campaigning as a 
presidential hopeful (Bobi Wine: The People’s 
President). Place your bets on 20 Days in 
Mariupol for its cinéma vérité style of 
shooting that captures the current zeitgeist 
of the Ukrainian/Russian conflict.

Best Animated Feature
-The Boy and The Heron
-Elemental
-Nimona
-Robot Dreams
-Spider-Man: Across the Spider-Verse

One of my favorite categories. Winners or 
not, there’s been nothing but a wealth of 
marvelous films that have come forth from 
this category since its inception in 2001. 
Pixar’s Elemental is mid-tier product compared 
to some of their more prestige efforts. Nimona 
and Robot Dreams have pull with a younger 
audience and continue to gain popularity with 
extended exposure to viewers. The winning 
nominee, however, will either be Spider-Man: 
Across the Spider-Verse or The Boy & The Heron. 
The first Spider-Verse film won every animated 
award back in 2018 and the series’ momentum hasn’t slowed down. But don’t underestimate 
Miyazaki. The animation guru’s potential swan song made massive waves in the States and 
managed to rake in big bucks during the holiday season months after its initial release in 
Japan. It’ll be the first of many close calls on the night but Miyazaki walks away with what 
would be a fitting end to a distinguished and legendary career.

Best International Feature
-Io Capitano
-Perfect Days
-Society of the Snow
-The Teacher’s Lounge
-The Zone of Interest

This is one of the stronger categories with The Teacher’s Lounge 
picking up post-nomination steam and Wim Wenders’ Perfect 
Days riding high off a recent wide release and a fan-anointed 
career retrospective for the director. France’s opt-out to 
nominate Anatomy of a Fa! as its submission makes room for Io 
Capitano while Society of the Snow has pulled in massive 
viewership via Netflix with its harrowing retelling of the 1972 
Uruguayan Andes plane crash. But it’s Jonathon Glazer’s sleek 
The Zone of Interest that should claim the statue due to the 
auteur’s unflinching minimalist vision and his graceful 
handling of an unsettling subject.

Best Visual Effects
-The Creator
-Godzi!a Minus One
-Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3
-Mission: Impossible - Dead Reckoning Part One
-Napoleon

The usual powerhouse box office performances for big bad blockbusters definitely dipped in 
2023 but did nothing to tarnish the visual power exemplified by all the entries in this 
category. From the breathtaking final train chase in Mission: Impossible - Dead Reckoning Part 
One and the expansive battle sequences in Napoleon to the outstanding creature effects in 
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3 and Godzi!a Minus One, all films made for eye-popping 
entertainment. Yet Gareth Edward’s original 
sci-fi adventure The Creator is a feast for the 
senses. The top-notch VFX lends itself to the 
gargantuan world building taking place and 
fully utilizes the tech to immerse audiences 
within this realistic dystopian future. And 
the fact that the film looks this good with 
just an $80 million budget? Easy choice here.

Best Editing
-Anatomy of a Fa!
-The Holdovers
-Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Oppenheimer
-Poor Things

Known to reward films with a sure-fire 
style, academy voters in the Best Editing 
category will award Jennifer Lame for her 
kinetic work on Oppenheimer. Thelma 
Schoonmaker’s record-breaking 
collaboration with Scorsese continues 
here with her nomination while Poor 
Things’ colorful pace and Anatomy of a 
Fa! ’s strategic approach are nothing to 
sleep on. The strongest chance of an 
upset could go to Kevin Tent’s period-
authentic technique on The Holdovers. 
Don’t count him out.

Best Makeup & Hairstyling
-Golda
-Maestro
-Oppenheimer
-Poor Things
-Society of the Snow

This often-overlooked category heeds high praise 
due to the arduous work involved in turning the 
actors into living breathing characters. All five 
nominees are awarded for working within the 
wheelhouse of physical accentuation with nods to 
the aging process (Golda, Maestro, Oppenheimer) and 
the deterioration of the human condition (Society of 
the Snow, Poor Things). Look for makeup mainstay 
Kazu Hiro and his team to win the Oscar for their 
meticulous dedication in turning Bradley Cooper 
into musical legend Leonard Bernstein.

Best Sound
-The Creator
-Maestro
-Mission: Impossible - Dead Reckoning Part One
-Oppenheimer
-The Zone of Interest

The whirring of a futuristic transport. The 
symphonic swells of the London Symphony 
Orchestra. The screeching halt of a high-speed 
train. An aural hum as the backdrop for an 
unspeakable atrocity. All soundbites intensify 
these films sense of atmosphere but none of them 
are as entrancing as the booming implosions and 
molecular atom cracks that populate Oppenheimer’s 
bombastic soundscape. Nolan’s 70mm IMAX 
experience puts the sound design on the biggest 
stage possible; it’s the clear winner of the year.

Best Original Song
-“The Fire Inside” from Flamin’ Hot
-“I’m Just Ken” from Barbie
-“It Never Went Away” from American Symphony
-“Wahzhazhe (A Song for My People) from Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-“What Was I Made For?” from Barbie

This is an ironic situation: Barbie will without a 
doubt win for Best Original Song… but which one 
will it be? “I’m Just Ken” has been spoofed, reworked 
and parodied countless times since everyone saw 
Gosling sing in a fur-collared leather jacket last 
summer (it’s the track everyone’s heard even if they 
haven’t seen the movie.) Barbie’s own competition 
(in the form of Billie Eilish’s “What Was I Made For?”) 
could very well take home the gold due to Eilish’s 
favor with the academy for her previous Oscar win 
(2020’s “No Time to Die”). Her sheer star power and 
the emotional charge of the ballad will make the 
difference when the winner is announced.

Best Original Score
-American Fiction
-Indiana Jones and the Dial of Destiny
-Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Oppenheimer
-Poor Things

There’s a few frontrunners here. Laura Karpman’s 
skittering jazz-infused score for American Fiction 
fits right in amongst the nominees with John 
Williams snagging another nom because, well, he’s 
John Williams. Yet there are three to keep your 
eyes on. The late great Robbie Robertson’s bluesy 
Americana-influenced compositions are an 
integral part of Ki!ers of the Flower Moon and a 
solid send-off for the musician. One can 
remember feeling their hairs stand on end when 
hearing Ludwig Göransson’s sweeping synth-string 
mix for Oppenheimer. The edge, however, will go to 
newcomer Jerskin Fendrix. His use of assorted 
experimental woodwinds in Poor Things is 
inventive, off-kilter and something entirely new. 

Best Costume Design
-Barbie
-Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Napoleon
-Oppenheimer
-Poor Things

Jacqueline Durran will nab her third win for 
Barbie’s immaculate candy-pop ensembles. Poor 
Things could just as easily walk away with the 
trophy due to its vibrant period-mashing 
costumes; look for Barbie to eek out the win 
with its extensive plethora of lavish clothes 
pieces.

Best Production Design
-Barbie
-Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Napoleon
-Oppenheimer
-Poor Things

Ki!ers of the Flower Moon, Napoleon & 
Oppenheimer all draw off their distinctive 
time periods to whisk audiences away into 
stories of the past. But with Barbie and Poor 
Things, they’re both completely within their 
own singular worlds. It could go either way 
here with many ballot casters banking on 
the two films to split the production/
costume design categories. Poor Things will 
pull this one out with its extraordinary 
vision of an 1800s steampunk Europe. Not 
many films lean into the color palette with 
such masterful finesse as this.

Best Cinematography
-El Conde
-Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Maestro
-Oppenheimer
-Poor Things

Old vet Ed Lachman makes an appearance for his 
soaring shots in El Conde while Rodrigo Prieto 
pulls double duty with Ki!ers of the Flower Moon 
straight after shooting Barbie all in the same year. 
Aronofsky go-to Matthew Libatique might shake 
things up with his knack for black-and-white 
imagery and multiple aspect ratios. Robbie Ryan 
fares well enough with Poor Things but it’s 
Hoytema’s to win. His previous collaboration with 
Nolan on Dunkirk was a precursor to his 
groundbreaking achievement on Oppenheimer as 
the duo work side by side to forge a bridge 
between now and the next era of modern 
filmmaking.

Best Adapted Screenplay
-American Fiction
-Barbie
-Oppenheimer
-Poor Things
-The Zone of Interest

A toughie! Truly any nominee could win the Oscar here with the source material elevating all 
screenplays to the next level. The unexpected passing of author Martin Amis and positive 
word of mouth could propel Glazer further into the conversation for The Zone of Interest. 
Barbie took a universally known IP and came away with a “highly original adapted 
screenplay” (Greta Gerwig and husband/co-writer Noah Baumbach could win due to the 
public’s upheaval over Gerwig not receiving a nomination for Best Director.) Just as well, 
Oppenheimer could take it if it gets on a winning streak throughout the night. Tony 
McNamara’s excellent translation of Poor Things could earn him his first win after his 
nomination for his previous 
collaboration with Yorgos Lanthimos 
on The Favourite. Yet I have to give it 
to American Fiction. Cord Jefferson’s 
jump from TV writer to full-fledged 
filmmaker has been a ride to watch 
and his tongue-in-cheek heartfelt 
rendition of Percival Everett’s Erasure 
is a vital must-see story for our 
modern times. It helps that it’s funny 
as hell to boot.

Best Original Screenplay
-Anatomy of a Fa"
-The Holdovers
-Maestro
-May December
-Past Lives

Another hard choice. The leaders of 
this race have a little more galloping 
room than the adapted category. 
Regardless of the result this will 
certainly come down to the wire. Past 
Lives would have a much stronger 
chance if it had more than just its pair 
of nominations; same goes for May 
December. Maestro may divide voters 
due to its frugality between being an 
adaptation of real-life figures as 
opposed to an original work. Cooper 
and co-writer Josh Singer would be in better standing if they were with the adapted 
screenplays. It’s going to be a coin toss between Anatomy of a Fa! and The Holdovers. First-
time nominee David Hemingson makes an extremely strong case to win with Giamatti, Joy 
Randolph & Cessa’s performances boosting his script to a possible victory. The Oscar, 
however, will go to Justine Triet and partner/co-writer Arthur Harari for Anatomy of a Fa!.  
The Palme d’Or winner is such a robust onion of a procedural with its labyrinthine plot and 
focused ambition; it refuses to be forgotten. Triet can plop Oscar right next to her Palme 
d’Or award after all is said and done.

Best Supporting Actress
-Emily Blunt - Oppenheimer
-Danie!e Brooks - The Color Purple
-America Ferrera - Barbie
-Jodie Foster - Nyad
-Da’Vine Joy Randolph - The Holdovers

Da’Vine should take this one. She can do so much with so little: a twitch of the lips, a raise 
of an eyebrow, a flick of a cigarette. We know where she’s coming from with her headstrong 
performance as Mary Lamb in The Holdovers. Meanwhile Danielle Brooks’ boisterous 
performance suffers from diminished screen time while a similar issue takes place with 
Emily Blunt’s thorny yet inquisitive portrayal 
of Kitty Oppenheimer that gets swallowed up 
within the film’s hefty 3-hour runtime. Same 
for America Ferrera: her poignant monologue 
makes up for her lack of screen time but she’ll 
need more late-stage oomph if she’s to win. 
Jodie Foster matches Annette Bening scene 
for scene throughout the entirety of Nyad but 
the film’s lack of overall nominations could be 
the thorn in Foster’s side.

Best Supporting Actor
-Sterling K. Brown - American Fiction
-Robert De Niro - Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Robert Downey Jr. - Oppenheimer
-Ryan Gosling - Barbie
-Mark Ruffalo - Poor Things

This is easily the biggest lock out of all the acting 
categories. Gosling sings, Brown draws laughter and 
De Niro does what he does best. But none of them 
are a match for Robert Downey Jr.’s prying and 
intense configuration of Lewis Strauss in 
Oppenheimer. The only one who may slide in and 
make the steal would be Mark Ruffalo. Fat chance.

Best Actress
-Annette Bening - Nyad
-Lily Gladstone - Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Sandra Hü!er - Anatomy of a Fa!
-Carey Mu!igan - Maestro
-Emma Stone - Poor Things

A stellar slew of amazing performances make this category one of the tightest races in the 
running. Carey Mulligan, Annette Bening and Sandra Hüller all give their absolute best but 
the winner of this coveted award will come down to the (Glad)Stones. Both women split the 
difference between Drama and Best Musical or Comedy at the Golden Globes for career-
best performances. The Oscar could go to either of them… yet my money’s on Emma. Her 
unforgettable turn as Bella Baxter possesses such an incredible and quirky character arc as 
she goes on this journey of self-discovery and 
learns life lessons about the world around her. 
Gladstone conquers plenty of screen time over 
Ki!ers of the Flower Moon’s 3 and 1/2-hour length 
but she remains indelibly herself to the benefit of 
her mammoth performance. In the end 
Gladstone’s Mollie doesn’t change as much as 
Stone’s Bella and that’s what will give the latter 
the edge on Oscar Night to secure her second 
win in the eyes of the academy.

Best Actor
-Bradley Cooper - Maestro
-Colman Domingo - Rustin
-Paul Giamatti - The Holdovers
-Ci!ian Murphy - Oppenheimer
-Je&ey Wright - American Fiction

Another tight race here. All performances turned in 
are phenomenal with three out of the five nominees 
playing significant figures from history. Though it’s 
an enrapturing effort, Cooper’s acting sensibilities 
are stretched too thin between his directing, 
producing and writing duties. Jeffrey Wright hits 
home with a reservedly clever turn while Colman 
Domingo disappears into the voice, mannerisms 
and soul of Bayard Rustin. Yet the same outcome 
that awaits the Best Actress category bodes here as 
well: it’s down to two. Cillian Murphy and Paul 
Giamatti will go blow for blow all the way up until 
Oscar Night and either man could feasibly come out on top. Murphy’s face plastered over 
billboards throughout the country all summer long has imprinted the moviegoing collective 
consciousness with that unforgettable no-nonsense hands-on-the-hips stance. His 
tremendous amount of screen time and Oppenheimer’s commanding 13 nominations will do 
nothing but bolster the irishman’s chances at waking up with Oscar. On the flip side, 
Giamatti doubles down on the grumpy, irritated curmudgeon types he’s so adept at making 
come to life with Paul Hunham (the role he was born to play). Watching this man’s icy 
demeanor and hard exterior melt away in the face of a damaged young boy that reminds him 
all too well of his former self is pure movie magic. All that coupled with the sentimental wist 
of Christmastime makes Giamatti’s performance simply iconic and one for the books. He’s 
paid his dues, he’s been around town and it’s his time. Giamatti wins by a fingernail’s width.

Best Director
-Jonathan Glazer - The Zone of Interest
-Yorgos Lanthimos - Poor Things
-Christopher Nolan - Oppenheimer
-Martin Scorsese - Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Justine Triet - Anatomy of a Fa!

One of the big ones. Hats off to Justine Triet for 
securing her rightful nomination; maybe she’d 
win in a sparser year. Scorsese is no surprise but 
don’t look for him to win as his record-breaking 
tenth Best Director nomination is success 
enough. Yorgos Lanthimos has been in the ring 
before with The Favourite and could throw a 
wrench into ballot caster’s predictions. Jonathan 
Glazer sits atop a perfectly deserved nomination 
but it’s his fellow countryman Christoper Nolan 
that will win the night. He was close to bagging 
Oscar back in 2017 for his time-jumping war epic 
Dunkirk and with Oppenheimer the trophy is his. 
About damn time.

Best Picture
-American Fiction
-Anatomy of a Fa!
-Barbie
-The Holdovers
-Ki!ers of the Flower Moon
-Maestro
-Oppenheimer
-Past Lives
-Poor Things
-The Zone of Interest

It all comes down to this. The Zone of Interest will bask in its 
international feature win while Past Lives and Anatomy of a Fa! are 
happy to be nominated. Maestro can’t gain enough traction 
without a Best Director nomination and the same goes for The 
Holdovers. Poor Things, Ki!ers of the Flower Moon & American Fiction 
are all adapted with faith and interpretation to the best of their 
abilities. Yet we return to last summer’s colossal “Barbenheimer” 
to duke it out for the big win of the night. Though Barbie made 
more money and sparked infectious debate amongst moviegoers, 
it’s Christopher Nolan’s historical epic Oppenheimer that has been 
running laps around other films all year long. A three-hour biopic 
about a theoretical physicist in an arms race to construct the 
ultimate weapon that forever changed the way we live? It 
shouldn’t have worked but it did and then some. Come Oscar 
night and Oppenheimer will be crowned as the Best Picture 
winner of 2023.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HgWANva9Xk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7Is43K6lrg

